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CFO Risk Based Compliance
Framework

" The objective of the CFO risk based
compliance framework is to improve shooting
range safety through inspection innovation,
more accountability of shooting range
executives, provide education of the Firearms
Act and its Regulations and the Canadian
Firearms Centre - Range Design and
Construction Guidelines. The end result

achieved is reduced risk to the public and
range users.

Wherenoncompliance is foun^vyith the
Canadian Firearms Centre - Range Design
and Construction Guidelines, Range
Inspectors will determine whether the non
compliance is a public safety infraction or
administrative infraction and notify the
Supervisor of Shooting Clubs and Ranges.

Public Safety Infractions
Public Safety Infractions - will automatically
generate a voluntaryclosure of the shooting
range by the shooting club executive until
safety compliance is achieved. Failure by the
club to voluntarily close a shooting range^
after discovery of a safety infraction may \
result in the revocation of their "shooting .^\
range approval" by the CFO. ;./-i

Public Safety Infractions

w Public Safety Infractions; . .

Low backstop heights

Not enough down range safety area^^^
Improper range floor-visible rocks

Low side berms I
Not enough backstop crest . &

Public Safety Infractions

cj Public Safety Infractions: "So
Low backstop heights |
Not enough down range safety areaj
Improper range floor - visible rocks *

Low side berms

Not enough backstop crest



Backstop Heiahts for Outdoor Rifle Ranges:

" 25m or less-3.0m

w 50m-4.0m

75m - 5.0m

:: 100m-6.0m

C3 200m or more - must be baffled V
(table 2, pg 31) ^
wAll shooting ranges inOntario must have an i|

appropriate backstop and 1.5m crest in ordei
to be Section 29 approved.

BackstoD Heiahts for Outdoor Handgun
Ranges:

- 15m or less - 3m

w 25m - 4m

w50m- 6m ^
50m or more - must be baffled

(table 6, page 49)
Note; Ifa planned firing distance falls between,

the distances in table 2 or table 6 then the \
requirement for the next longest distance will'
apply.

c: Skeet Range Safetv Area

Shot Size Maximum Range i;
#7.5 241m

#9 212m

:: Trao Range Safetv Area

Shot Size Maximum Range
#7.5 208m

#9 183m

Side Berms

" Side berms are not to be used as backstops,
(unless they are the same height as the
backstop and side berm shooting has been
approved by the CFO)(section 2.6, pg 45)

c; Side berms are used to separate or protect
adjacent ranges. They must be a minimum of
2.5 m high, 1.5 m crest thickness and have a
30 degree minimum slope angle.(section 2.6,
pg 45)

- Ifthe berm is composed of a hard material
such as concrete, rock or rubble then the face
of the berm must be covered by a 1m thick
Iflvpr nf «inil ^«;pr;finn ? fi nn

Range Floor

The range floor shall be as level as practical.
It should not have any large obstructions,
exposed rocks or material that may cause a
ricochet. Any standing bodies of water shall
be sheltered, (section 2.4, pg 43)

Administrative Infractions
c; Administrative Infractions - will result in the

Range Inspector working with the shooting
club executive to develop a corrective action
which is monitored. Failure to comply with
timelines to rectify the infractions will result in
a review of their "shooting range approval" by
the CFO. Following the review, the CFO may
choose to revoke the "shooting range
approval" or extend the timeline for
completion for the non compliant infractions. •



Administrative Infractions

o Administrative Infractions:

No perimeter signs

Missing range rules signs

Improper targets -A

Missing target numbers

Missing range open/closed signs

Each range facility must have a large clearly
visible main sign with contact information
located at a main gate area, (section 1.6 pg,
21)
Each range facility must have a range
facility status sign, (section 1.6, pg 21)
The property boundaries shall be identified
as clearly as possible, (section 1.7, pg 24)

Each range will have its own range safety
rules posted, (section 1.6, pg 24)

Warnina Flaas and Beacons

13 In order to inform range users and olhers in
the immediate vicinity of the range, all
separate ranges must have their own flag or
beacon system.

wA red flag shall be flown from a 6m pole for
ranges in use and optional green for when
the range is not in use. (section 1.8, pg 25)

: First Aid Kits are not a mandatory
requirement of the Canadian Firearms
Centre - Range Design and
Construction Guidelines, it is a practice
of proper diligence by the Club
Executive and a recommendation

needed to be fulfilled for a "Shooting
Range Approval" by the CFO. \

Strategic Plan

Our strategic plan is to:

Continue to monitor and improve on the
compliance framework.

Help shooting club executives to be more
responsible and pro active with complying
with Canadian Firearms Centre - Range
Design and Construction Guidelines through
education and on site instruction.

Continue working with government agencies
such as Public Health Ontario.



The CFO is available to attend ranges:

As a courtesy inspection prior to a scheduled

range Inspection.

To provide guidance and Ideas for shooting range

expansion.

To give PowerPoint presentations to club

Executives and members on shooting range \
design and construction. ^
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